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An album with catchy beats that any major producer will be proud of. With rhymes unmatched by any so

called "emcee" on the mainstream scene. And this is the orginal Blest, not a cheap imitation. 13 MP3

Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap Details: BLEST'S BIOGRAPHY Well I

grew up in El Paso Texas in a everyday dysfunctional family. I never knew my real dad my mom said he

was a low level drug dealer. So in replace of him came my step dad. He was or still is a heavy drinker.

The kind of person who blamed everyone but himself for his misfortunes. I don't really remember my

childhood just fragments of it. I do remember driving my mom and step dad home from parties when they

were to drunk to drive. And my mom getting her ass beat by my step dad. School was tough for me as a

child. People were always fucking with me everyday. I had knives held to me while I was taking a piss at

the bathroom. I began fighting back, but little did I know they were gang members, and constantly got my

ass beat by a bunch of teenagers. I started drug dealing at thirteen years old. Nothing serious just a few

sacks of weed. I got shot at twice through my life because of my big mouth. Any ways lets skip a few

years when I started high school. School was just a place to kill time and make money. Ysleta was known

for drugs. And the police department caught on and started busting people. That's when I got my stage

name Blest. I was shot at twice and didn't get hit also I was pulled over several times with an ounce or

two of cocaine in my car. Basically I was too lucky for my own good. I began looking at music at eighteen

but I was in sports at the time and that was my outlet. I dropped my first demo of four tracks. That's when

I got offered my first couple of deals. That's when I recently decided to go all out with this music thing. I

graduated from high school and started college at eighteen. I needed to pay for school and studio time so

naturally I went back to drug dealing again. I never liked that kind of life because I always figured that

God gave me the ambition to become something greater for a reason. Well by this time my step dad
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became a real asshole and always threw racists remarks at me. Before he would just beat my ass and

that was that, but now I was able to defend myself. We use to get into fights all the time and every time he

was drunk. Also my entire family caught on to my dreams as being a "famous rapper." That's when

everybody threw their two cents in. I was always encountered with negative remarks, and basically

became the black sheep of the family. I suppose that's what fueled me more to succeed. So I asked

myself, how good is my determination if I was behind bars. That day I feel like I saved my own life

because ironically all the people I did business with were winding up dead or in jail. I started losing all my

friends because they were still caught up in the life I was trying to leave behind. While discovering my

voice I learned about free-styling and battling. So determined not to lose in a battle I practiced and

practiced. I feel battling also created a path to my current style. Well now I was in love with hip-hop and

determined to be better than anyone out there. I'm going to leave it at that for now. So this is basically a

quick look into my life without getting to much into details. I have a saying that I got from a movie, " I

crawled through a river of make, and came out clean on the other side." Hopefully this will be the case.

Blest.
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